ENABLING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION,
BIG DATA & IoT INITIATIVES

Global Asset Management for Enterprises
Comprehensive Solution for the Management of Physical Assets
TrackX’s GAME (Global Asset Management for Enterprises) platform is a turnkey asset tracking and management solution software
that utilizes data from real-time tracking technology such as RFID, GPS, BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy), and other auto ID technology
as well as other devices such as cameras, sensors, actuators, etc. to produce meaningful intelligence for the optimization of

business processes. The platform provides real-time visibility and control of all highvalue and/or mission critical assets to help increase asset and labor optimization,
decrease shrinkage, and adhere to regulatory compliance in many different industries.

Edge

A Universal Solution for All Requirements
GAME was designed to be flexible and configurable with numerous
technology modules to deliver a comprehensive solution built on a
single platform. Not only does this give our solutions the ability to
be configured differently based on workflows and use cases, it also
enables an enterprise to utilize the platform for several types of assets,
projects, divisions, etc. TrackX provides tracking and management
solutions for a variety of industries.
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TrackX Edge - enables configuration and infrastructure management of all active IoT devices
TrackX IQ - optimizes business processes, schedules user tasks & provides alerts
TrackX Connect - allows integration with or provides real-time information to other systems
TrackX Insight - delivers detailed reporting, business intelligence, & advanced analytics
TrackX Mobile - engages in field workforce with valuable real-time information on assets
Whether you’re doing in-the-field tracking, performing regular asset inventories, or simply need a means to manage assets without an
extensive fixed tracking infrastructure, TrackX’s mobile solution, TrackX Mobile, provides a way to track assets anytime, anywhere. The
solution gives users the flexibility to connect to a wireless network, or run in batch mode; this compliments GAME by providing search
functions, inventory management capabilities, record updates, and other features that allow users to have access to asset visibility and
management from any smartphone device.

Configurable Solution
Configure fields, attributes, locations and more to match the specific information you need to manage.
Integrate into any existing business system to pass valuable information to and from the GAME platform and
get even more value our of your solution.
Deploy the right technology today, and plan for the technology of the future - TrackX works to deploy the
right technology to fit your budget and use case with a vision to support future technologies
Customize the implementation support needed. No IT personnel available; no problem. Facilities people
busy; fine with us. We’ll streamline your implementation to be as hands-on/off as needed.
Configure workflows, alerts, reports, etc. so that the right people have the right information at the right time.
Attach asset records as needed, whether tracking a container and its contents or two parts of a whole, etc.

One Platform for all Assets
IT / Electronics - manages asset inventory, owner, location, lifecycle, audit compliance, subscriptions
Returnable Transport Items - optimizes usage based on numerous real-time inputs such as location, inventory, cycle
times, contents, age, condition
In-Transit Equipment & Assets - manages assets in service vehicles as well as vehicles themselves, providing vehicle
inventory, location, route stops, delivery confirmation & optiomization
Manufacturing Assets - tracks valuable equipment’s location, status, maintenance/repair records, workflows for
optimized usage

TrackX's GAME for SCM (Supply
Chain Management) provides
insights into business processes
in real-time. Optimizing logistics
operations & freeing up resources to
focus on growing your business.
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Take control of unnecessary capital
expenditures. TrackX's GAME for
RTI (Returnable Transport Items)
optimizes the usage of your asset
fleet. Increase your revenues without
unnecessary capital injection.

TrackX's GAME for EAM (Enterprise
Asset Management) decreases labor,
optimizes asset usage, decreases
loss & manges audit compliance
while freeing up resources to focus
on growing your business.
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